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Jürgen Friedrich Piano!
David Helm Bass!
Fabian Arends Drums!
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REBOOT plays archaic music of complex beauty. Although their roots are deeply
planted in jazz, they combine old blues with contemporary new music of the 20th
century, or seem to travel with pop music in their baggage. Then, they freely stroll
through fantasy worlds of new harmonies.!
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www.juergenfriedrich.net!
www.nwog-records.com!
www.agentur-fischermann.de!

Release Notes!

!

A Click Constellation!
In jazz there are moments when everything just clicks. These moments are seldom,
sumptuous and can hardly be expressed in words. The distinguished Cologne-based
pianist Jürgen Friedrich has a new trio with David Helm on bass and Fabian Arends on
drums – which emerged out of such a click moment. !
Jürgen Friedrich is a pianist and composer who understands his instrument from the inside
out. He thinks deeply into this weighty piece of sound furniture, takes away its
massiveness and transforms every keystroke into a transparent idea. When he plays, he
shows respect for jazz history in his love of the tone. He has been able to put this gift into
practice in various larger and smaller groups, first and foremost in his long-term trio with
bassist John Hébert and drummer Tony Moreno, with whom he has released a series of
CDs, or in his quartet with jazz legend Kenny Wheeler. !
What characterizes the music of this symbiotic piano trio are chamber-music intimacy,
improvisational risk taking and a strong interest in leaving clichés and conventions behind.
Aside from Kenny Wheeler’s “Three for D’reen,” all the pieces work according to rules that
cannot so easily be understood. Wheeler, who recently passed away, was not only an
important source of inspiration for Friedrich, but Friedrich also recorded his first record with
the British jazz master, who said of himself that he swings between melancholy and chaos
(Friedrich studied in Cologne with John Taylor, Wheeler’s confidant). In the meantime,
Friedrich’s main musical interests have shifted, which, if nothing else, can be seen in the
fascinating versions of a piano piece by Arnold Schönberg and an invention from Witold
Lutoslawski. What is true for these pieces is also true for the rest of the album: by doing
without a standard method, the musicians have found a fitting way of playing each piece.!
Friedrich outlines the credo of this group as follows: “minimal plan, maximal risk.” This way,
a searching, an exploring attitude arises, one which demands great attention from the
audience. This attention, in turn, is rewarded with many moments of ah-ha and awe. The
indescribable lightness of sound resulting from this runs from the first to the last tone. The
gliding flight gets its impetus from the great amount of trust these three musical free
thinkers have in each other; this way, they can take the maximum risk without worrying
that they will crash.!
In fact, the three musicians interact with an empathy that borders on telepathy. Reboot is a
fortunate moment for European piano jazz. This CD does not assume the listener has a
Jazz GPS; the music is simply there and allows the listener to be in it. It’s as simple as
that. Nothing more and nothing less.!
Let’s just simply call it a click constellation.!
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What matters is how they create a meta-harmonic, pan-rhythmic togetherness, connecting
seemingly unconnected pulses into a musical whole. Thus, the pieces border closely with
New Music, refuse complaisance and are able to act fluid and challenging at the same
time. Despite its tendency toward creative abstraction, Reboot has the power to sound
very concrete. !
Ralf Dombrowski, jazzthing!
!
Friedrich continues along the path that a Paul Bley or a Bob Degen explored with the later
ECM boss Manfred Eicher on bass. The demand for agogics, also in jazz, becomes
blissful reality here: fascinating, sensuous sonorities of the piano tangle and disentangle
themselves with the highest tonal sensitivity of the drums and songful warm-sounding bass
lines.!
Thomas Fitterling, Rondo!
!
In all balancing acts between the tonal and atonal, Reboot is still ultimately a "jazz album,"
and it's a very strong one, mind you! Unerringly, it accesses art music of the 20th century
successfully, namely an invention of Witold Lutoslawski and Arnold Schoenberg's Piano
Pieces, Op 11/1.!
Stefan Pieper, nrwjazz.net!
!
From the first note on, they act with perfect empathy and communicate with instinct,
sensitivity and full of passion in a unique way. Never before have the limits of traditional
jazz been more excitingly blurred than on Reboot.!
Franz X.A. Zipperer, Jazzthetik!
!
The trio breathes life into the music and sometimes seems to stand in wonder at what
emerges. Piano trio jazz can be so exciting.!
Thorsten Meyer, Jazzpodium!
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Jürgen Friedrich!
studied piano and composition in Cologne and has traveled many times to the jazz
metropolis of New York. He went on tour with Kenny Wheeler and has composed music for
large ensembles such as Monosuite for String Orchestra and Improvisers feat. Hayden
Chisholm, Achim Kaufmann, John Hebert and John Hollenbeck. His other projects include
the free improv duo Nano Brothers and the piano trio Reboot. He teaches piano at the
University of Music and Dance Cologne and is responsible for the master's program in
composition and arrangement at the University of Music and Performing Arts Mannheim.
He was awarded the Gil Evans Award for Jazz Composition. !
www.juergenfriedrich.net!
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David Helm!
studied at the Musikhochschule Frankfurt and at the Musikhochschule Köln and has
played with Jonas Burgwinkel, Mark Dresser, Anette von Eichel, Kurt Elling, Sebastian
Gille, Niels Klein, Matthias Nadolny, Barre Phillips, Florian Ross, Sebastian Sternal and is
a permanent member of the Subway Jazz Orchestra. He was a member of the German
Federal Youth Jazz Orchestra and won the Sparda Jazz Award Düsseldorf "Jugend jazzt
Hessen" and "Jugend jazzt Bundeswettbewerb“.!
www.davidhelm.net!
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Fabian Arends !
studied at the Musikhochschule Köln and has played with Hubert Nuss, John Goldsby, Uli
Beckerhoff, Ingmar Heller, Nicolas Thys, Jason Seizer, Thomas Rückert, Robert
Landfermann, Pablo Held, Gerd Dudek, Dieter Manderscheid, Henning Berg and the NDR
Radiophilharmonie, EOS Kammerorchester Cologne, Junge Deutsche Philharmonie, WDR
Rundfunkchor. He was a member of the German Federal Youth Jazz Orchestra and won
the Praetorius Music Award of Lower Saxony, Sparda Jazz Award Düsseldorf, Youth of
Munich Jazz Award.!
www.fabianarends.com!

